OP05.1 The risk-drinking* project – an effective apprOach to achieve changes in
your patients habits of drinking alcohol
Åsa Wetterqvist (1), S Wåhlin (1)
(1) Swedish National Institute of Public Health, Sweden
* Use of alcohol that is/may become harmful, but where no addiction is present. Introduction
Risky drinking has large impact on many of the common diagnoses in family medicine. The
GP’s most effective intervention is to raise the question with the patient and motivate change.
This has been acknowledged by the Swedish government, which has initiated the largest concentration on further education and quality development in the history of Swedish health-care.
The Risk-drinking project was started to coordinate and inspire regional authorities in their
efforts to reach doctors and other healthcare workers with this message. Aims The Project
commissioned a study to set a baseline for evaluation of further achievements, and map out
knowledge and attitudes to alcohol prevention among Swedish GPs. Design and methods
3845 questionnaires were sent out to Swedish GPs. Reply-rate was 46.1% nationally, and varied
in different counties from 37.0% to 67.5 %. Results GPs agree that it is important that patients
with a risk-drinking profile are identified and get advice on changing habits. Contrary to this,
only 50% ask patients about use of alcohol. 75% think they cannot influence how much their
patients drink, while 97,1% wish to get more education in the field. Conclusions There is great
need of education on how to handle the patients risky drinking practices. Our strategy on how
to do this will be further adressed at the oral presentation.
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OP05.2 When state-of-the-art medical technologies for prevention of lifestyle
related harm meets everyday general practice
Anders Beich (1)
(1) The Research Unit for General Practice in Copenhagen, Denmark
Pro-active prevention with regard to alcohol, tobacco, food and exercise is in focus for the role
of the general practitioner (GP). Technologies for screening and brief intervention to prevent
alcohol related harm have been trend-setting for preventive general practice.
Objectives: We critically reviewed the evidence base and we implemented and researched such
prophylactic activity for alcohol related harm in real-life circumstances (everyday practice of
39 highly motivated Danish GPs) to evaluate effectiveness and compatibility of the proposed
technologies.
Methods: Meta-analysis of the screening and intervention efficacy evidence base, validation of
a state-of-the-art screening tool, a pragmatic RCT to evaluate impact on drinking, qualitative
methods to explore the GPs’ experiences.
Results: Mostly published. The existing evidence base consisted mostly of efficacy trials and
we found no evidence to support screening for risky drinking. The GPs who implemented the
technologies in their practice reported mainly negative experiences and had concerns regarding the doctor-patient relationship. The effectiveness study revealed that only 17.9% of subjects exposed to a brief intervention attended a suggested follow-up consultation. At one-year
follow-up, average weekly consumption had increased in both intervention and control groups.
Adverse intervention effects for women on secondary drinking outcomes were observed.
Conclusions: The evidence base of recommended technologies to modify risky drinking is
fragile and the technologies are incompatible with everyday practice. Health behaviours are
not necessarily positively affected just because such pro-active technologies are implemented
by the GP. Negative effects of advice-giving should be considered.
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